Non-Notes from INANE meeting  
Las Vegas, Nevada  
30 July- 1 August 2007

These are the unofficial, non-notes or non-minutes, which you might find useful.

Future meeting sites
2008, Italy  
address Piera Pelotti or Joyce Fitzpatrick  
emails are on updated Excel chart  
4-8 August 2008, Padua (near Venice)

As soon as they send me the presentation, which was given at the meeting, I will put it on the INANE website, www.nursingeditors.org

2009—Chicago
2010--- Australia
2011--- San Francisco
2010---Amsterdam (Winny Stroop, Springer)

INANE Website Committee
These folks will address issues such as:
What shall be posted  
Time plan for removing old posted items  
Timing for posting of items (frequency of changes)  
Keep in mind—minimal costs are $35.00/hour  
Members at Meeting: Shirley Smoyak, Peggy Chinn, Leslie Nichol, Judith Baggs  
Added: Mona Shattell

History  
2006 conference materials on hand; need to be posted  
2003 conference in South Africa; pictures need to be identified

Who’s Who document—continuous updates
Wendy Budin will collect new entries.  
This includes:  
Profile of editor (using original format), Word document  
Image of cover of journal(s)  
Digital photo of editor

All of the items need to be forwarded to Shirley Smoyak as a complete “package”, digitally.